
Chapter Three 

Bodily Metamorphosis and Psychical Transformation on the Base of Symbolic 

Cannibalism 

 

The first section of this chapter will primarily delineate the male gaze as 

possessing both the capacity to objectify the female and also the function to portray 

women as the specularized façade as foundation for assurance of male subjectivity.  

The subsequent part will direct the concern towardss this overarching conspiracy of 

symbolic cannibalism in society and culture as creating the atmosphere to cannibalize 

and entrap women.  Such symbolic cannibalism is what in Lacanian psychoanalysis 

termed fantasy as orchestrated by society to impose its ideology upon its subjects and 

to conceal its lack/loophole in behind for easy manipulation of the subjects.   

Nevertheless, the female protagonist, Marian, is mentally more self-conscious 

of such a construct and façade and also sees through such a woven tapestry of fantasy.  

She then develops symptoms of hallucination, which manifests the working of the 

Real and implies the rupture within the Symbolic as will be further depicted and 

analyzed in the third section of this chapter.  Another evident proof is the shift of 

narrative voice from first-person singular stance in chapter one to third-person 

singular voice in chapter two.  Such a change reveals a sense of detachment and 



estrangement within Marian both from society and from herself.  Peter’s proposal 

accentuates Marian’s symptoms and culminates in her anorexia, which runs parallel to 

and resonates with other symptoms in its unconscious level.  Since anorexia is a 

prominent feature and point of departure in this novel, I will explain more on this 

eating disorder in the next chapter for detailed discussion. 

Function of the Gaze 

     In The Edible Woman, Marian has everything that is socially acceptable—job, 

friends, and fiancé and what traverses across and undermines her respectable lifestyle 

are “the various dynamics that are constitutive of her subjectivity and that threaten to 

unravel the threads of her identity” (Sonia Mycak 51).  The dynamics here 

circumscribes such force as the objectifying gaze from Peter, categorizing and 

registering Marian as the hunted prey, the consumed victim in the Symbolic sphere.  

Deployed to objectify the gazed, gaze also functions as a self-reflexive mirror for the 

establishment of male subjectivity and positions the gazed female as the mirror devoid 

of light and depth.   

As Rao argues, “[M]ale subjectivity is shown to be unable to conceive itself 

outside a specular structure since it is in constant need of a reassuring encounter of 

self with self” (146).  Luce Irigaray also writes in a similar vein: “[S]ome mirror is 

needed to reassure it [the ego] of its value.  Woman will be the foundation for this 



specular duplication, giving man back ‘his’ image, and repeating it as the ‘same’” (54).  

In other words, this need of self-specularization characterizes the formation of male 

subjectivity and “the image of woman as a receptive ‘speculum’ or a flat mirror 

devoid of its own light” (Rao 146).   

     It is interesting to point out that Peter’s job as a lawyer signaling the status of 

authority and interest in hunting and photography implying the stance of the predator 

and the gazer foreshadow his relationship with Marian, thus relegating her to the 

consumed, the hunted and the gazed on the marginal periphery.  There is one scene, 

which depicts and describes Peter’s collection of guns and cameras: 

To one side of the bookcase is a pegboard with hooks that holds Peter’s 

collection of weapons: two rifles, a pistol, and several wicked-looking 

knives.  I’ve been told all the names but I can never remember them.  

I’ve never seen Peter use any of them, though of course in the city he 

wouldn’t have many opportunities.  Apparently he used to go hunting a 

lot with his oldest friends.  Peter’s cameras hang there too, their glass 

eyes covered by leather cases. (EW 58-9) 

     There is one scene when Peter talks about the experience of hunting and of 

photographing with Marian’s friend, Len, in enthusiasm and vigor, Marian undergoes 

the imaginary metamorphosis as the victimized rabbit that Peter entraps: 



          “So I let her off and Wham.  One shot, right through the heart.  The 

rest of them got away.  I picked it up and Trigger said, ‘you know how 

to gut them, you just slit her down the belly and give her a good hard 

shake and all the guts’ll fall out.’  So I whipped out my knife, good 

knife, German steel, and slit the belly and took her by the hind legs and 

gave her one hell of a crack, like a whip you see, and the next thing you 

know there was blood and guts all over the place.  All over me, what a 

mess, rabbit guts dangling from the trees, god the trees were red for yards 

[…] Lucky thing Trigger and me had the old cameras along, we got some 

good shots of the whole mess.” (EW 70-1) 

Right at that moment, Marian imagines herself as the hunted, the gazed rabbit that 

falls into Peter’s prey.  Marian surrenders herself to the role of the objectified one 

lying helplessly on the ground, 

          Peter’s voice seemed to be getting louder and faster—the stream of words 

was impossible to follow, and my mind withdrew, concentrating instead 

on the picture of the scene in the forest.  I saw it as though it was a slide 

projected on a screen in a dark room, the colours luminous, green, brown, 

blue for the sky, red.  Peter stood with his back to me in a plaid shirt, his 

rifle slung on his shoulder […] I couldn’t see the rabbit. (EW 71) 



 Marian’s fear of her extinction of subjectivity and erasure of individuality is 

externalized first in images of metamorphosis where she identifies herself with 

animal victims and then by her body’s unconscious protest and rebellion in its 

refusal to ingest foods.  It is significant that Peter represents “the law-giver and the 

hunter in Marian’s scenario of violence, whereas she is the escape artist identified 

with the space of the wilderness” like the disemboweled rabbit in Peter’s descriptive 

adventure story (Coral Ann Howells 48). 

This predatory relationship and reaction with Peter functions as the 

precipitating force for Marian’s decomposition.1  Thus, Marian experiences “an 

escalating anxiety, a paranoid fantasy of being hunted and captured” (Jennifer 

Hobgood 5) and becomes a “hunted animal trapped in the viewfinder of her future 

husband’s camera” (Heike Harting 243).  Peter’s gaze heightens Marian’s paranoia 

and leads to her metamorphosis and decomposition.  Exploring in psychoanalytical 

mode of gaze, Zizek discusses the operation of gaze and posits it in the following 

argument: 

[E]mpty, a priori gaze that cannot be pinpointed as a determinate 

                                                 
1 In Jacques Lacan’s schemata of the gaze, “[T]he geometral dimension enables us to 
glimpse how the subject who concerns us is caught, manipulated, captured in the field 
of vision[…] In what is presented to me as space of light, that which is gaze is always 
[…] that gleam of light[…]It is always this which prevents me, at each point, from 
being a screen, from making the light appear as an iridescence that overflows it” (qtd 
Hobgood 16). 



reality—[…] She is looking at a blind spot, and the object returns the 

gaze from this blind spot.  The situation is homologous at the level of 

voice: it is as if, when we’re talking, whatever we say is an answer to a 

primordial address by the Other—We’re always already addressed, but 

this address is blank […] a kind of empty a priori, the formal “condition 

of possibility” of our speaking; so it is with the object returning the gaze, 

which is a kind of formal “condition of possibility” of our seeing 

anything at all. (90) 

The gaze depicted by Zizek as a blind spot represents the Other’s desire which 

is foreign and alien to the subject.  The disemboweled rabbit here depicted as “a 

blind spot for Marian, represents the gaze that threatens her” (Hobgood 6).  She 

bursts into tears at the table and as they leave the restaurant, Marian demonstrates her 

anxiety in this way, “Something inside me started to dash about in dithering mazes of 

panic […] The square elegant room with its looped curtains and muted carpet and 

crystal chandeliers was concealing things; the murmuring air was filled with a soft 

menace.  ‘Hang on,’ I told myself.  ‘Don’t move.’  I eyed the doors and windows, 

calculating distances.  I had to get out” (EW 71-3).  After Marian runs away from 

Peter and reaches the street, Atwood portrays plentiful images of hunting and capture 

between the two protagonists.   



     Not only does gaze have the capacity to fix and objectify the subject, but it also 

has the function to help construct and consolidate the male subjectivity.  Peter’s 

representation of his own image through the projection of the gaze is a fundamental 

mechanism “reminiscent of the mirror-stage when an exchange of looks constitutes 

and is constituted by the subject” (Mycak 55).  In other words, the observing subject 

is eventually transformed into the object of the gaze and the subject becomes the 

object of his own gaze.  The gaze is the dynamic through which the subject is 

“externalized and positioned within the spatio-temporal grid of the other” and this 

“use of the scopic drive to ground an ego-identity is evident in Peter’s use of Marian 

as an object underpinning his own location” (Mycak 55-6).  To be more specific, 

Marian is “a stage-prop; silent but solid, a two-dimensional outline” (EW 72).  “He 

[Peter] wasn’t ignoring me [Marian] […] he was depending on me!” (EW 72)  Again, 

gaze consolidates the establishment of social status for the observing subject and 

strengthens the positioning of subjectivity for the male within the Symbolic sphere.   

     After Marian’s flight from and recapture by Peter, the four characters, Marian, 

Peter, Len and Ainsley, return to Len’s apartment during the same evening.  Later, 

what unfolds for Marian is a more “private (though not passive) response to the 

threatening gaze” as Marian slips between the bed and the wall while the other three 

continue to socialize (Hobgood 6).  For Marian, this “coolness and the solitude were 



pleasant” and she thinks that she has dug herself “a private burrow” (EW 78-9).  At 

this point, Marian begins to “turn herself into a ‘stain,’” and also in the sense that, 

“Lacan and Roger Caillois distinguish it from defensive adaptation, for while reacting 

to a gaze she makes herself more rather than less visible” (Hobgood 6).  In Jennifer 

Hobgood’s essay, she also mentions, “Lacan suggests that humans react to the gaze 

[…] in a manner that corresponds to the ways in which some animals participate in 

mimicry as a response to a threatening gaze of their environments” 2(Hobgood 6).  

In Marian’s posture of wedging herself into such a position, she begins to “become 

her surroundings, to become a stain, losing her identity to a space in the way that 

characterizes the schizophrenic lines of flight in Part II” (Hobgood 6).   

     In this novel, Marian has a dream that anticipates and foregrounds her literal 

physical decomposition: 

The alarm clock startled me out of a dream in which I had looked down 

and seen my feet beginning to dissolve, like melting jelly, and had put on 

a pair of rubber boots just in time only to find that the ends of my fingers 

were turning transparent.  I had started towardss the mirror to see what 

was happening to my face, but at that point I woke up.  I don’t usually 

                                                 
2 Following the work of Roger Caillois on mimicry, Lacan states, “There are facts 
that can be articulated only in the phenomenal dimension of the overview by which I 
situate myself in the picture as stain – these are the facts of mimicry […] Certainly, in 
the picture, something of the gaze is always manifested” (qtd Hobgood 16).   



remember my dreams. (EW 42) 

As a response to the gaze, Marian sees her body turning into a “stain on the map of 

her surroundings” (Hobgood 7).  This obscurity and loss of identity by space 

underlies the space where Marian refuses to voice in the first-person and her body 

resists consuming living things. 

Marian’s panic-stricken flight through the street and Peter’s pursuit and capture 

of her resemble the imagery of a hunt, and this episode ends with an accepted 

proposal of marriage.  She is committed to being Peter’s wife and discovers herself 

reflected in Peter’s eyes in the following depiction, “I could see myself, small and 

oval, mirrored in his eyes” (EW 83).  The alienation and estrangement of being fixed 

in the specular exchange of looks is evident when Marian finds herself “gazing into a 

multitude of eyes” in which Peter’s stare is portrayed as being “intent” and “faintly 

ominous” (EW 85).   

     The following day after Peter’s proposal, Marian begins to face the “egg” 

problem and thinks to herself whether she “could face an egg” (EW 87) since she 

associates herself with the egg-like “small and oval” reflection of herself in Peter’s 

eyes.  She identifies herself with the cannibalistic and objectified role of the 

consumed.  Her position has shifted from the hunted one to the gazed one, and then 

to the consumed one.  Thus cannibalistic images surface her mind the following 



morning after the proposal day as she depicts her roommate, Ainsley, in this predatory 

portrayal of breakfast time, 

From the back she looked like a mermaid perched on a rock: a mermaid 

in a grubby green terrycloth robe.  Around her on a table-top pebbled 

with crumbs lay the remnants of her breakfast – a limp starfish of a 

banana peel, some bits of shell, and brown crusts of toast beached here 

and there, random as driftwood. (EW 86-7) 

This kind of dynamic of gaze is one that will eventually characterize their relationship 

since some time later Marian narrates how “[L]ately he had been watching her more 

and more” (EW161) particularly while they were in bed.  Peter’s gaze now becomes 

“sexually specific” (Mycak 56) with Marian’s body as its object, “[H]e would focus 

his eyes on her face […] Then he would run his hand gently over her skin, without 

passion, almost clinically, as if he could learn by touch whatever it was that had 

escaped the probing of his eyes” (EW 161-62).  The complex nature of gaze is here 

“sexualized and fundamental to the construction of male subjectivity” (Mycak 56).  

It is no surprise that Marians detects a dynamic that she considers threatening and that 

“made her uneasy” (EW 162).   

     Photography is frequently presented in Atwood’s works as a venture which 

establishes “a relation of dominator and dominated” and this “fixating look of the 



other, with its threat of the extinction of self” is thus transferred to the camera lens 

(Rao 139).  In this novel, the climax of the objectified stance that Marian adopts is 

best represented through Peter’s desire to immobilize and freeze her in the 

photographic shot.  This camera lens is observed by feminist critics as an “extension 

of the male gaze” which “has the power to assess, judge, control” (Rao 139).  This 

capacity to judge and control is the dynamic of gaze to which Marian is subjected and, 

she objects to Peter’s attempt to crystallize her into a snapshot that frames her: “Once 

he pulled the trigger she would be stopped, fixed indissolubly in that gesture, that 

single stance, unable to move or change” (EW 269).   

     The threat of violence and the experience of objectification for Marian is 

“conveyed by the comparison of the camera with a gun” (Rao 140).  It is thus no 

accident that Peter’s collection of guns and pistols are arrayed beside his cameras in 

the cupboard.  Focused on by Peter’s camera, Marian senses the experience of being 

turned into an object, of being transformed into an image, at the mercy of others’ 

exploitation and manipulation, 

Her body had frozen, gone rigid.  She couldn’t move, she couldn’t even 

move the muscles of her face as she stood and stared into the round glass 

lens pointing towardss her, she wanted to tell him not to touch the 

shutter-release but she couldn’t move. (EW 254) 



Roland Barthes also delineates the painful experience of objectification through 

photography.  The photography, Barthes argues, “represents the very subtle moment 

when, to tell the truth, I am neither subject nor object but a subject who feels he is 

becoming an object: I then experience a micro-version of death […] I am truly 

becoming a spectre” (14).  Marian endeavors not to be entrapped by a “dominant 

scopic economy” which indicates her “relegation to passivity: she will be the beautiful 

object” (Luce Irigaray 101).  Marian’s perception of her image through Peter’s eyes 

also bears resemblance to what Irigaray terms the “specular imprisonment” (137).  

To be more specific, Irigaray proposes, “[T]he speculum is not necessarily a mirror.  

It may, quite simply, be an instrument to dilate the lips, the orifices, the walls, so that 

the eye can penetrate the interior.  So that the eye can enter, to see, notably with 

speculative intent.” (144-45)  Indeed, Peter does see Marian with such “speculative 

intent” while they are in bed some time after his proposal and such a posture is 

reminiscent of scrutiny of one’s thought and penetration into one’s interior with what 

invincible power. 

     This kind of objectification also parallels the commodification of the female, 

and in such an exchange system women become “products” or “merchandise” under 

paternal law (Irigaray 84).  This explains why Marian’s head is compared to a 

cantaloupe (EW 86) and other women are described in terms of vacuum cleaners (65) 



and cold porridge (48).  To a greater extent, Peter considers Marian as “his private 

property,” (EW 249) and Peter sounds as though “he’d just bought a shiny new car” 

(88) after their engagement. 

Fantasy of Symbolic Cannibalism 

     In this section, I will portray how this symbolic cannibalism towardss 

femininity is ideologically constructed in terms of Lacanian fantasy.  I will also 

depict how the relationship between Clara and Joe, between Ainsley and Len, between 

Marian and Peter brings into focus this construct of femininity under the guise of 

symbolic cannibalism.  In addition, this metaphor of Florence Nightingale as a 

cannibal runs parallel to the thematic structure and culminates in the focal point of my 

analysis in this section. 

     As far as fantasy is concerned, Zizek in The Sublime Object of Ideology posits 

ideology as fantasy and also as mask of the Real in this way, 

Ideology is not a dreamlike illusion that we build to escape the 

insupportable reality; in its most basic dimension it is a 

fantasy-construction which serves as a support for our “reality” itself: an 

“illusion” which structures our effective, real social relations and thereby 

masks some insupportable, real, impossible kernel.  The function of 

ideology is not to offer us a point of escape from our reality but to offer 



us the social reality itself as an escape from some traumatic, real kernel. 

(45) 

The “reality” that Zizek refers to is the infrastructure of the Symbolic with rupture.  

The function of ideology is to present the mirage of plentitude for the subjects and to 

cover up the rupture within the Symbolic.  Here, this symbolic cannibalism with 

such a tinge of commodification and exploitation in The Edible Woman makes a 

perfect emblem for ideology and mask of fantasy.  

     For Marian, Clara is “everyone’s ideal of translucent perfume-advertisement 

femininity” (EW 33).   After marriage, Clara is immersed and engulfed in 

housewifery as she depicts her children as “barnacles encrusting a ship and limpets 

clinging to a rock,” (33) and Clara’s pregnancy with her third child seems to Marian 

“like a boa-constrictor that has swallowed a water melon” (28).  Clara’s pregnancy 

for Marian connotes this smothering domesticity as Marian depicts this way, 

[H]er own body seemed somehow beyond her, going its own way without 

reference to any directions of hers.  I studied the pattern of bright 

flowers on the maternity smock she was wearing; the stylized petals and 

tendrils moved with her breathing, as though they were coming alive. 

(EW 34) 

Biological processes like pregnancy and childbirth are treated with comic 



detachment.  When viewed through Marian’s eyes, sexually mature female bodies 

become apparently “grotesque and rather disgusting,” whether it is Clara’s pregnant 

body or the fat aging bodies of her colleagues at the Christmas party (Howells 44).  

Those scenes remind Marian of the oppressive atmosphere of paternal femininity that 

she resists and opposes and also arouses Marian’s fear of becoming one of them some 

day in the future.  Indeed, Marian sees Clara as the “representation of feminine 

mystique” which can transform a girl who was everyone’s ideal of femininity into a 

kind of “female monster, the helpless victim of her own biology” (Howells 44). 

     Joe appears to be the representative of paternal oppressor, particularly when he 

embarks on commenting Clara’s femininity as a core being destroyed gradually by 

housewifery and domesticity.  Joe implies that with Clara’s marriage, “her core gets 

invaded” (EW 259).  And this core by Joe’s definition is, “[T]he centre of her 

personality, the thing she’s built up; her image of herself” (EW 259).  Joe proceeds to 

comment satirically,  

Her feminine role and her core are really in opposition, her feminine role 

demands passivity from her […] So she allows her core to get taken over 

by the husband.  And when the kids come, she wakes one morning and 

discovers she doesn’t have anything left inside, she’s hollow, she doesn’t 

know who she is any more; her core has been destroyed. (EW 259-60) 



In addition, Joe also argues, “Maybe women shouldn’t be allowed to go to university 

at all; then they wouldn’t always be feeling later on that they’ve missed out on the life 

of the mind” (EW 260).   

     Like Clara, Ainsley also celebrates women’s biological destiny and also 

succumbs to the paternal oppression of symbolic cannibalism though she embarks on 

a different attempt and approach.  If Clara symbolizes women’s “passive fulfillment 

of her biological destiny,” then Ainsley represents a “more intellectualized approach 

to maternity” as Ainsley embarks on femininity “as a social project with the aim of 

becoming a single parent” (Howells 45).  Though on a different scale, she also 

makes herself a perfect target and prey for cannibalistic paternity.  As she comments, 

“‘Every woman should have at least one baby.’  She sounded like a voice on the 

radio saying that every woman should have at least one electric hair-dryer.  ‘It’s even 

more important than sex.  It fulfills your deepest femininity.’” (EW 39)   

     Ainsley’s pursuit of Len to fulfill her anthropological project and such an artful 

imitation of youthful innocence as appearing to be “as vacant as her face” while they 

are at table echoes this kind of masquerade of femininity in order to be able to 

circulate as a product of value in the economy market for paternal appreciation and 

evaluation in the long run.  The following paragraph serves as one vivid portrayal of 

Ainsley’s mimetic masquerade of femininity in her attempt to pursue and attract Len, 



I [Marian] saw she [Ainsley] was going to keep up her 

little-girls-should-be-seen-and-not-heard act, as the safest course to 

follow […] her inert patience was that of a pitcher-plant in a swamp with 

its hollow bulbous leaves half-filled with water, waiting for some insect 

to be attracted, drowned, and digested. (EW 77-8) 

This representation of a “socially acceptable femininity” reveals “‘womanliness’ as a 

masquerade” and stresses the “notion of sexual identity as a construction” (Rao 145).  

Particularly, it demonstrates how woman is viewed by man as his reflection, his own 

“specularized other, which implies a denial of her difference” (Rao 145-46). 

What is more, Ainsley conceives marriage this way, “Of course I’d always 

assumed through high school and college that I was going to marry someone 

eventually and have children, everyone does” (EW 102).  Though Ainsley is at first 

intent on subverting the conventional societal contract, she is convinced that marriage 

can satisfy her desires, thus circumscribing herself within the framework of 

domesticity just like Clara.  Her actions eventually “echo Clara’s dutiful submission 

to the edict in the reproduction of the necessary domestic infrastructure” (Mycak 52).   

     Marian appears independent at the beginning in the novel.  However, after her 

engagement to Peter, there is certain transformation within herself such as her new 

perception of Peter and her change of attitudes towardss Peter: “I was seeing him in a 



new light: he was changing form in the kitchen, turning from a reckless bachelor into 

a rescuer from chaos, a provider of stability” (EW 92).  Marian is also surprised in 

her speaking to Peter in a “soft flannelly voice” that she “barely recognized” (EW 94).  

Apparently, Marian also falls into prey into this paternal dictate of symbolic 

cannibalism.   

     The office Christmas party and the engagement party posit a sharp contrast 

between a purely feminine environment and a heterosexual one, constituting a crucial 

and paramount element in examining Marian’s sense of subjectivity and in exploring 

her relation to, compromise with the Symbolic register.  In the Christmas party, 

Marian’s sense of discomfort gradually increases and we can also witness several 

interesting interacting dynamics between them.  The first instance is that Marian and 

the three “office virgins” have nothing to exchange except for their chairs, “[T]hey 

had no children whose cuteness could be compared, no homes whose furnishings 

were of much importance, and no husbands, details of whose eccentricities and nasty 

habits could be exchanged” (EW 177).  At such a point, the interchangeable currency 

and status of value for them within the paternal market economy is to engage 

themselves as traders to “circulate their children” and husbands otherwise they will be 

“positioned outside the system” (Mycak 53).  It can also be observed that women are 

“reduced to some common feature whereby they resemble each other” (Mycak 53).  



This indicates that their value in the market economy lies not in any specific relation 

between them but in a regulatory norm external to them. 

     Clara no longer needs language for expression as she sinks more and more into 

the “vegetable stage” of pregnancy (EW 130).  Her regression into the maternal 

space is characterized by Kristeva in Motherhood as being a foreclosure of symbolic 

capacities “beyond discourse, beyond narrative, […] beyond figuration” (247).  She 

is described by Marian as becoming “sentient and sponge-like […] being absorbed in, 

or absorbed by, her tuberous abdomen” (EW 130) without the ability to exchange even 

thirty minutes’ worth of conversation (127). 

     As Sonia Mycak points out, “[T]he most striking feature of the office Christmas 

party is the gradual deterioration of subjective identity within what is a purely 

feminine environment” (53).  There is an “emphasis upon corporeality” (Mycak 53) 

as Mrs. Gundridge is described: ham-like thighs, rolls of fat pushed up by her corset, 

porous cheeks, and dimpling jowls whereas the other ladies become nothing more 

than “dune-like contours of breast and waist and hip,” (EW 167) which abounds in 

“fluidity only just contained within their bodily limits” (Mycak 53).  This purely 

feminine environment renders the boundary of the body indistinct and also threatens 

to dissolve and disintegrate Marian’s ego-boundaries: “She was one of them, her body 

the same, identical, merged with that other flesh that choked the air in the flowered 



room with its sweet organic scent” (EW 181).   

     Mycak argues, “The transitivism3 that attests to the merging of self with other 

aligns her momentarily to an Imaginary prespecular continuity and characterizes the 

undifferentiated feminine as being a threat to symbolic identity” (53).  This explains 

a time when Marian herself becomes “afraid of losing her shape, spreading out, not 

being able to contain herself any longer and her solution at that period is to look 

towards her engagement ring as the “protective talisman that would keep her 

together” (EW 240).  Marian also feels uneasy as she feels, “suffocated by this thick 

Sargasso-sea of femininity […] she wanted something solid, clear: a man” (EW 181).  

Her state of helplessness is depicted as “clenching her body and her mind back into 

her self like some tactile sea-creature withdrawing its tentacles” (EW 181).  Such is 

the undifferentiated feminine environment that poses a threat to symbolic identity and 

also reveals that Marian is woven into the web of heterosexual fantasy within the 

construct of symbolic cannibalism. 

     In contrast to the Christmas party, the engagement party is evidently portrayed 

as a heterosexual one where there are signs of fluidity and circulation, “The peanuts 

and potato chips and other things [that] were circulating from hand to hand” (EW 233).  

As Mycak observes, 

                                                 
3 Lacan refers to pre-mirror stage as “infantile transitivism,” when the child is unable 
to differentiate between self and other. (Mirror Stage and Aggressivity) 



Marian’s proposed entry into the exogamous network is made evident 

when Peter puts an arm around Marian’s waist and undoes the zipper on 

her dress, suggestively anticipating their future sexual encounter.  This 

is heightened by the fact that the scene is dependent upon the encounter 

of femininity with masculine desire: Clara and Joe are discussing the 

identity of married women, the office virgins are manoeuvring to entice 

Len, and when Ainsley appears there is a general upsurge of male 

attention directed towards her (57). 

     However, Marian’s identity is threatened in that Peter aims at her with the 

camera in an attempt to capture her image: “Her body had frozen, gone rigid.  She 

couldn’t move, she couldn’t even move the muscles of her face as she stood and 

stared into the round glass lens pointing towards her” (EW 232).  Peter “raised the 

camera and aimed it at her” and his mouth “opened in a snarl of teeth (244).  The 

scene is intensified as depicted in the following expression, “There was a blinding 

flash of light.  ‘No!’ she screamed.  She covered her face with her arm” (244).  

This atmosphere of fluidity and circulation within heterosexual fantasy becomes 

stagnated, frozen, and rigid due to the male gaze’s attempt to hunt, to consume, and to 

objectify.  Such an atmosphere prefigures and foreshadows this symbolic conspiracy 

of patriarchal consumerism and symbolic cannibalism and also culminates in the 



disintegration of Marian’s identity. 

     Marian also undergoes this masquerade of femininity in the engagement party 

as Ainsley does in her pursuit of Len.  Those attempts at masquerade aim to cater to 

the paternal codes of ideal femininity and to be able to circulate within market 

economy in the Symbolic order.  Marian dutifully submits to Peter’s suggestion that 

she buy a new dress, not so “mousy” as the present ones she owns and also make her 

hair-style more glamorous for the engagement party.  Her new appearance will meet 

Peter’s expectation of a feminine beauty.  However, Marian feels uneasy at being 

manipulated by the professionals in a beauty salon and feels discontent with the result 

of her hair-style.  As Rao argues, 

The party, a crucial event in the narrative, symbolizes the entry into 

femininity, which appears as merely a role she puts on, however 

uncomfortably, like the red dress and the mask of make-up she is wearing 

for the occasion.  The moment reveals how orthodox femininity is a 

construct of male desire, and effectively portrays the process as a 

masquerade. (136) 

     The masquerade also stands for the moment when women try to “recuperate 

some elements of desire, to participate in man’s desire, but at the price of renouncing 

their own” (Irigaray 133).  As Irigaray argues, “[I]n the masquerade, they submit to 



the dominant economy of desire in an attempt to remain ‘on the market’ in spite of 

everything” (Irigaray 133).  This movement represents the “entry into a system of 

values which is not hers, and in which she can ‘appear’ and circulate only when 

enveloped in the needs/desires/fantasies of others, namely, men” (Irigaray 134).  On 

a similar scale, the “fantasies” Irigaray pinpoints is also this fantasy of predatory-prey 

relationship within symbolic cannibalism, which runs parallel to many episodes in this 

novel. 

     In a word, the consumption of Marian and her commodification are depicted 

throughout the novel.  On an interpersonal level, her engagement to Peter allows him 

to enjoy “private property rights” (EW 227) in their relationship, explicit in the 

following statement, “Now that she had been ringed he took pride in displaying her” 

(176).  On a wider collective scale, Marian, just like most women, is also “subject to 

social forces that act to objectify her” (Mycak 62). 

     Every section in this novel offers a “different series of images of the female 

body, highlighting both the contradictions within such figurings and their common 

denominator: none of the female bodies here seems to be made of flesh and blood” 

(Howells 56).  In other words, those women are all masculine constructions as the 

“other” rather than as fully human—as child, doll, object of male pleasure or power, 

but never women with an identity or a voice to express their own feelings and desires.  



Women are illustrated as being submissive by/to a culture, which “oppresses them, 

uses them, cashes in on them” (Howells 57).  This symbolic cannibalism is best 

illuminated through Duncan’s metaphor to Marian: “Florence Nightingale was a 

cannibal, you know” (EW 105).  What Duncan implies here is an ideal femininity 

embodied in the “cultural representation of the self-sacrificing nurse” who is 

representative of the provider of life, an all-giving being (Bouson 26).  Shortly after 

the speech, an advertisement of a smiling nurse with a caption saying, “GIVE THE 

GIFT OF LIFE” comes into Marian’s sight.  This echoes the image of conventional 

femininity that one must sacrifice oneself to feed the need of others.  That is, the 

male-dominated society circumscribes women within a fixed role and entraps them 

into the feeding role by idealizing and standardizing the representative façade of 

femininity.   

     Compared with Clara and Ainsley, Marian is more self-conscious in her 

perception of this ideology of symbolic cannibalism.  Thus, there is this sense of 

detachment in Marian’s change of narrative voice.  This also explains why Marian is 

attracted to Duncan.  Whereas Peter as a lawyer structures contracts and stands for 

the epitome of social conformity, Duncan symbolizes the subversive force.  That 

Duncan has the affinity with the amoeba having the ability to change shapes 

perpetually manifests his characteristics in defiance against the Symbolic law and 



order.  In addition, Duncan has the desire not to be positioned at all, not to take up 

space and he describes himself as being “very flexible” since his existence is marked 

by duplicity from the moment he and Marian meet during the Moose Beer survey 

when he refuses to answer in a way that is not fraudulent (EW 54, 99).  Such a 

gesture posits him as the “universal substitute” (EW 145) which has this symbolic 

function of signifier with “no content in itself but merely attracts meanings by way of 

its migratory function” (Mycak 60).  When Marian walks with Duncan in the snow, 

she fears that he will vanish or sink beneath the surface.  Duncan also admits, “I 

wouldn’t like tropical islands at all, they would be too fleshy […] But in the snow 

you’re as near as possible to nothing” (EW 263).  Here, Duncan is seen “to have lost 

his individual subjective stance through his becoming a vacant position in the circuit 

of exchange” (Mycak 60).  This “vacant position” is, in other words, the vacant 

signifier which points out the lack in the Symbolic order and reveals the existence of 

the Real for Marian. 

Working of the Real 

     This section will explore the working of the Real as Marian gradually loses 

sense of her subjectivity.  The collapse of boundary in female subjectivity occurs 

where “the feminine ‘imaginary’ disrupts the logic of a masculine ‘symbolic’ order” 

(Howells 47-8).  Thus, Marian becomes conscious and aware of the rupture of the 



Symbolic order, and the symptoms of the Real gradually take form.  Such a 

symptom manifests itself in “hallucinations and body language” (Howells 48).  Thus, 

Marian’s anxiety at the thought of her ‘extinction’ as an independent social being 

within the patriarchal system through marriage to Peter is exemplified first in “images 

of metamorphosis where she becomes identified with animal victims” and, to a 

greater extent, in her “body’s panic protest in its refusal to ingest food or drink” 

(Howells 48).  As Marian is engulfed in the surveillance of her colleague and her 

landlady at the very beginning of the novel, she exhibits symptoms of hallucination.  

With the approach of her engagement party, she develops more scenes of 

hallucination. 

     In addition, the shift of narrative from first-person in chapter one to 

third-person in chapter two also marks and distinguishes Marian’s change in role and 

thinking.  This change is a sign of her self-estrangement and self-alienation.  

Annette Kolodny argues, “[T]he movement from an ‘I’ to a ‘her’ perspective makes 

two separate people of the observer and the observed.  As Marian takes on the 

standard female role of an object in the story so, too, the narrative grammatically 

‘objectifies’ her in and through the third person” (75).  The sense of being objectified 

and commodified ushers the blur and collapse of female subjectivity and also initiates 

symptoms of the Real. 



     In this novel, Duncan serves as a significant factor in revealing the lack for 

Marian and functions as a fluid signifier which is hard to pin down to fixity.  In other 

words, Duncan is the “disruptive element” in Marian’s scenario of social conformity 

and also the “unaccommodated remainder” whose role is to unstabilize and unsettle 

the whole structure of Marian’s conformity to the Symbolic by revealing its lack 

(Howells 49-50).   

     Duncan represents the concept of freedom to Marian that is otherwise utterly 

foreign to Marian concerning her relationship with Peter and her compromise to the 

social atmosphere and cultural infrastructure as a whole.  Duncan fashions another 

world of an alternative reality that provides Marian with a space of freedom and 

autonomy.  His world is a challenge to Marian’s conventional concepts of 

“masculinity, romantic love and parent-child relations,” while his “‘family’ of two 

other male graduate students, Trevor and Fish, forms a gaily subversive trio who 

transgress traditional gender roles, dedicated as they are to the domestic arts of 

washing and ironing, cooking and parenting” (Howells 50-1).  The confrontation 

between the subversive student world that Duncan and his roommates represent and 

the world of social conformity to which Marian submits uproots Marian’s sense of 

herself as a unified subject.  She begins to hallucinate her “emotional conflict in 

images of bodily dissolution and haunted by hallucinations of fragmentation” 



(Howells 51).  As she lies in the bath on the evening of the engagement party, she 

begins to hallucinate that her body is “coming apart layer by layer like a piece of 

cardboard in a gutter puddle” (EW 240).   

     Duncan is depicted as having a “functional capacity as the external term of 

exchange” and also as the “vacant signifier” that acquires no content in itself but is 

decisive in determining whether or not a subject is positioned as such (Mycak 49).  It 

is through Duncan that Marian is positioned on “the side of the asymbolic” and 

relegated to “the order of the referent extrinsic to the procession of signifiers” (Mycak 

61).  That is, Duncan is functional in laying bare the lack of the Symbolic 

infrastructure and in introducing the sphere of the Real to Marian. 

     There are many scenes which demonstrate Marian’s hallucination as a response 

to her loss of female subjectivity and also at the prospect of her erasure as an 

autonomous social agent.  For example, Marian reacts with unease upon hearing 

about the Pension Plan that is obligatory, which is a system within which she gives 

money in return for social security.  It is a system that implies the lack of distinctness 

for Marian’s identity and role within such a system and also a symbol of symbolic 

cannibalsim.  She thinks, 

It wasn’t only the feeling of being subject to rules I had no interest in and no 

part in making […] It was a kind of superstitious panic about the fact that I 



had actually signed my name, had put my signature to a magic document 

which seemed to bind me to a future so far ahead I couldn’t think about it.  

Somewhere in front of me a self was waiting, pre-formed. (EW 15) 

     Marian’s panic concerning nomenclature is “indicative of her being caught in 

the concatenated net of symbolic exchange” (Mycak 54).  Mycak argues, “Being 

prone to the signifier that always anticipates meaning through the mediation of an 

entire significatory system and imposes itself upon the subject who is moulded by the 

structure of language, she is, in more ways than one, predetermined” (54).  As her 

identity becomes more and more unstable, she gradually regresses to a formless state, 

“[T]he alarm clock startled me out of a dream in which I had looked down and seen 

my feet beginning to dissolve, like melting jelly, and had put on a pair of rubber boots 

just in time only to find that the ends of my fingers were turning transparent” (EW 42).  

The psychopathological symptom is the “interruption of repressed unconscious 

material into conscious discourse, in this case by way of a dream” and the fact that the 

representation of the “corporeal body not able to be contained within distinct 

boundaries” is reminiscent of a certain fragmentation (Mycak 55).  Here, the 

“interruption of repressed unconscious” is the proof of the invasion of the Real into 

the Symbolic register.  It is perhaps in response to such an anarchic, formless 

existence that Marian “started towardss the mirror” in an attempt to establish the ego 



by way of identification with a unified specular image. 

     The engagement party also marks as one significant stage where Marian has 

this distinct loss of subjectivity and such a blur culminates in many hallucinatory 

scenes.  Marriage also surfaces as a delicate tapestry of symbolic cannibalism that 

weaves women into its contractual agreement.  Disintegration of Marian’s 

ego-identity is related to the contractual agreement to marry Peter.  Marian is 

dominated by unconscious force.  As she admits, “It was my subconscious getting 

ahead of my conscious self, and the subconscious has its own logic” (EW 108).  

Locked alone in the bathroom of a hotel bar, she identifies a roll of toilet paper that 

she perceives to be a haunted rabbit that is “waiting passively for the end” (EW 70).   

     Later in this novel while Marian is in the bathroom before her engagement party, 

she notices three silver globes.  She also recognizes her “own waterlogged body” in 

the “bulging and distorted forms” reflected through those globes (EW 239).  She 

observes, 

She moved, and all three of the images moved also.  They were not quite 

identical: the two on the outside were slanted inwards towardss the third.  

How peculiar it was to see three reflections of yourself at the same time, she 

thought; she swayed herself back and forth, watching the way in which the 

different bright silver parts of her body suddenly bloated or diminished. 



(EW 240) 

This is an experience of her multiple and dissipating self, which foreshadows the 

sense of fragmentation and disintegration of her body. 

     Later alone on her bed, Marian observes two dolls that are “staring blankly back 

at her from the top of the dresser” (EW 240).  Suddenly, “[S]he saw herself in the 

mirror between them for an instant as though she was inside them, inside both of them 

at once, looking out” (EW 241).  Then, the two overlapping images draw further and 

further away from each other and the two dolls are “trying to pull her apart” by the 

strength of their separate visions (EW 241).  It becomes harder and harder for Marian 

to bolster up her sense of integrity and autonomy with the approach of her 

engagement party. 

     This moment of split perception highlights her “self-division into appearance 

and interiority” and the result is a “painful self-laceration” (Rao 137).  Torn between 

the conflicts between her public self, “the one who has to meet social expectations,” 

(Rao 137) and the inner self, which is buried under the “chivalric finery” of a 

femininity circumscribed by the other’s desire (Irigaray 150), Marian will finally 

reject this alternative, discard her red dress and what it represents: “She had a vision 

of the red dress disintegrating in mid-air, falling in little scrapes behind her in the 

snow, like feathers” as she flees from the party (EW 250) 


